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A dimly lit Campion Ballroom set the stage for
Seattle University's Battle of the Bands 2006, which
took place Saturday night.
The annual battle brings together performers from
around the SU community rap, folk, blues, punk and
indierock were just some of the diverse musical styles
-

See pages 8 & 9 for complete
coverage of 808
this year's competitors brought to the table.
In the Battle of the Bands, a group of judges including two former members oflocal bands watched
10-minute performances by each act, usually giving
performers time for two songs.
They ranked and graded the acts accordingly, and
at the end announced who was to take home the grand
prize: recording time at a local studio.
Though raffle prizes, free snacks and a beer garden
for the 21 crowd definitely added to the appeal, the
main reason for attending Battle of the Bands is the
music.
This year the crowd was much more responsive than
at the 2005 battle, and the competition was much more
intense who would win was anybody's guess.
The winners this year were: local indie musician
Ken Blackwood in third, satirical rap crew E-Money
Tyler Mahoney The Spectator
Gum took second, and Milk & Honey a band feaand
Honey,
performs
Saturday
night
the 2006 Battle of the Bands winner,
their set
turing well-known SU musician Ben Sellon won Milk
in the Campion Ballroom. The grand prize was a session in a recording studio.
first.
-
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Women's History month
Today this nationally recognized month of history kicks off

Women's rights at SU:
Can they be reconciled with
Catholicism and the Jesuit mission?
on one side, and the socially conservative will of
the Catholic Church on the other.
lagattar@seattleu. edu
How does SU, with a 60 percent female student
In recent months, the political role of women body, find a way to promote women's rights and
has been highlighted in the news media: they freedoms while adhering to the wishes of the
have been winning top political positions in other Vatican?
According to an
countries, and in the
article published in
United States there
Inside Coverage:
have been rumblings
the most recent issue
of a female president
of Conversations
Does it feel like Women's History Month to
magazine, between
in the not-too-distant
the school years of
you? Believe it or not, it's been around for
future.
1992-93 and 2002At Seattle Uniquite a while.
Page 12
03,
there
has
women in adversity,
ministrative
posialso been activity in
Title IX helped with the gender gap, but there
tions rose 8 percent:
the realm of female
is still a ways to go, even at Seattle Univerfrom women filling
power. Vice Presisity.
Page 13
dent of Administra28 percent of the
tion and University
984 administration
The South Dakota legislature passed a bill
positions in 1992 to
Counsel Catherine
Friday banning abortions. It's one step away
filling 38 percent of
Walker left to take
the 1166 positions
Page 13
a job at REI, and
from becoming a law.
in 2002. Still, as the
Provost Sue Seeker
article points out, no
announced her rewoman currently serves as president of a Jesuit
tirement at the end of the year.
These events lead to broader questions regarding institution, and in the 2004-2005 school year, 104
Seattle University's stance on women's rights.
were vice presidents.
The university, like many Jesuit institutions
across the country, finds itself at a crossroads: the
See Finding balance... Page 12
pursuit of social justice and equality of the Jesuits

Rob La Gatta

Sophomore Erin Martin was named GNAC Player
of the Week after sweeping Western Washington
University this past weekend at Logan Field. Martin
started three of the four games and allowed just
15 hits and two runs in 26.1 innings, walking two
with 18 strikeouts. In the first game she retired the
final 22 batters in order.

_
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Priest crosses the line in weekend sermon
This past Sunday night at the St. Ignatius Chapel, I was outraged by the
lengthy sermon given by Fr. Josef Venkers at the 9 p.m. service.
Earlier that day, I had been informed that Fr. Venkers had targeted
The Spectator during his homily on Saturday night, pointing out
our neglect for real issues, such as the Iraq war, during these
"ordinary" times.
Through a constant barrage of attacks on the Spectator editorial board and writers; Fr. Venkers' message tried to show
the congregation that the media has continued to neglect the
pain and suffering in the world focusing more on sports
coverage, such as the 2006 Olympics.
While his message was clear, the delivery was disrespectful, self-serving and unprofessional. Never did I expect to
be ridiculed in the house of God.
He misrepresented our student newspaper's coverage of the
week's campus news. Where he pointed out we had six feet
or pages of sports related articles, he was wrong. When
he said we didn't cover the arts, he was wrong. And
to say we only wrote two articles on academics, again
he was wrong. If Fr. Venkers read the newspaper he
would know this, but like most newspaper readers
these days, he probably just read the headlines and
-
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not the actual articles.
As the Editor-in-Chief of The Spectator, I find it difficult to take anyone
seriously who stands behind a wall, preaches injustice, but sits back and
hopes someone else will fix the problem.
Not once have I received a letter from Fr. Venkers voicing his
opinion of our coverage. I have heard from the President, Fr.
who told me that this year's paper is the best he's
seen in many years.
If Fr. Venkers believes that injustices have occurred, he
should approach the situation in a professional manner one
that embodies a Jesuit tradition.
As the saying goes, if you're not a part of the solution,
you're a part of the problem. In this case, Fr. Venkers is a
part of the problem, not the solution.
A personal message to Fr. Venkers; don't criticize my staff
who is actively reporting on the social injustices within
our community, while you sit on your soap box and
whine about social injustices.

Email: spcctator@seattleu.edu
online at: www.sDectator-online.com

Muhammad cartoon not only misinformed the masses as to what the
root of Islam is, but it also instigated a battle over what is acceptable
under the pretense of freedom of speech
Dear Editor:

munity. If it is intended for criticism,
then the criticism should be effective
and educated.
I am writing today on behalf of
the Muslim Student Association to
At a delicate time like this, to print
to
La
Gatta's
an
respond Mr.
opinion
obviously offensive image of the
piece in The Spectator regarding the
Prophet of Islam that insinuates a terrorist vein in the very heart of Islam,
cartoon controversy.
The notion of freedom of speech
does not seem at all like an intelligent
and thought is not foreign to Islam or and well-intentioned free expression
the Muslim mindset. In fact, many of of an impartial press to an audience
seeking comprehension of a vital curthe phrases commonly used with rerent topic.
gards to free societies and democracies were coined by Muslim scholars,
It does not require a great deal of
and many of them are directly out of
thought to understand why the Muslim
the Qui'an.
world would react so strongly to these
In this light, the recent reactions to
pictures. It is not about Muslim radical
the depiction of the Prophet Muhamextremists attempting to take over the
mad (pbuh) in cartoons deserve some world or enforce Islamic jurisprudence
careful thought. To make outlandish
or sensibilities on other people.
statements about some sort of fundaAt the heart of the Qur'an it is stated
mental Islamic undercurrent that is
clearly, "Let there be no compulsion in
anti-freedom of the press or that Isreligion" (2:256). The strong reaction
lam is in some way uncivilized in the to the cartoon was brought about by a
practice of its doctrines is an extreme lively spirit within the Muslim world
and inaccurate position to take.
of respect for religion in general and
The cartoon showing the Prophet
all that is holy. A brief glance at history
Muhammad (pbuh) as it did could
will show Islam's past of protecting the
not have gone without reprimand. I
rights of all religious communities.
agree that the reaction seems to be
Nowadays, due to political and
social tensions and strife, the lines
disproportionate to the crime but the
unwillingness of the press to considhave blurred and many, on both sides,
take things too far and cross the lines
er the consequence of their actions is
of reason and humanity; some falsely
equally disturbing.
The Muslim community simply
attempt to justify their actions and
words with religion, when indeed it is
sought a verbal apology for the offense and this was not given, under
the very lack-there-of which is at the
the auspices of "freedom of the
center of the problem.
Threats of death coming from Muspress."
it
should
be
considered
that
lims
Perhaps
against those who would defile the
freedom of speech and expression does prophet Muhammad (pbuh) are more
not give someone the right to simply than a bit much, but nowhere near the
say or do anything. This freedom is horrific violence that the Muslim world
to be used for the advancement of has unjustly suffered at the hands of
the U.S. and other Western forces.
knowledge and awareness of the com-

•

I do not in any way condone certain
countries' responses to the publication of insulting images of the prophet
Muhammad (pbuh) by printing more
insulting images of other figures. This
is an ignorant and irrational reaction
that does no good for either side but it
does manifest the amount of frustration
and raw anger and passion that exists
all over the world as oflate. I think we
could all benefit from a deep breath at
this juncture; a reality check.
There is no unbiased perspective.
The atheist perspective is no less
partial than the Jewish, Christian,
Muslim, or any other view. It is not
the object towar4 which one is partial
that determines the level of one's predisposition or disinterest; that is purely
proportional to the rationality and
intention of the subject with respect
to the specified topic.
We should recognize that there is a
slant to each viewpoint and therefore
proceed with caution when developing our own views on matters of importance. Contrary to popular global
trends, it is not as simple as labeling
something as "extremist" or "liberal"
or "conservative" or any other one or
more word expression. Solutions are
more than words. Solutions require
sincere caring for the people involved
in the subject and a true desire and
intent to discern the truth of something
regardless of where and how the consequences may lie.
Surely the truths we seek should
tend toward peaceful means and ends
that promote greater understanding
and the solidarity of peoples rather
than the categorization and discord
of nations.
-The Muslim Student Association
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Robbing Peter Fewing to pay... Whom?
ofsports at the University ofFlorida, or
Woody Hayes was at Ohio State. Whereas
professional sports are "players' leagues," college sports belong to the coaches.
To the JesuitFathers and the whole Seattle
make
confesThe tricky part about the presence of coachUniversity community, I must
a
sion right off the bat: I haven't donated any
ing icons at a school is that they can come to
as
an
alumnus
since
wield inordinatepower, and blind the public
money
my graduation
from SU in 1998. I've tried to live out Cathowith their aura of success to the extent that
lic Christian values, but my mom's debts and
they get away with outlandish wrongdoings.
disaster relief (not to mention life spent as a
The point stands that coaches can become
soup kitchen worker) have commanded most
kingmakers (and rule-breakers) to a considerof my resources.
able degree once they attain real-world power
flowing from on-field success.
But while trying to live a life that matters,
I've allowed myself one luxury: that of being
We must then look at what Pete Fewing has
done, and what he represents.
a national staff columnist for a college footJust ask yourself:
ball website over the
is allowing a family
Pete
is and will be
member (or alumnus
past five years. Sports
icon, but he'll or friend) to merely
are and have been my an SU
be with the team the
lasting secular passion, be that icon
all the
and sports writing is
kind of violation
reasons.
the talent God has
that reflects a wayward,
me
to
a
out-of-control
given
degree
the
kind
of
with
factory"
unmatched by any other individual craft.
"sports
program,
So as The Spectator ,'v sports editor from
black-hole graduation rates, criminal conduct,
1996-98,and as someone who is constantly
and rampant booster violations that disgraces
the good name of scholastic sports?
exposed to the fundamental patterns of the
Pete Fewing is and will be an SU sports
collegiate sports industry, I can speak to the
icon, but he'll be that icon for all the right
emerging Pete Fewing story with some perreasons. His Catholic Christian faith, the famspective about the conduct of the principals
involved, the place ofmoney in this larger
ily atmosphere he's established throughout
situation, and SU's future as a sports program. the program for nearly two decades, and the
depth and quality of player development on
Yes, NCAA Division II soccer is not the
same as Division I-A football. The revenue
and off the field, as soccer players but also
streams aren't remotely comparable. But SU's
as scholars and leaders will stand as lasting
legacies ofhis decorated tenure at this school.
soccer program under Fewing and a big-time
football program under the direction of a
With that having been established, one
have
one
must
then consider the place ofmoney in this
similarly big-name figure
thing in
discussion, particularly concerning the decicommon: an iconic coach who symbolizes
sion of a number offunders to withhold their
and defines the program for everyone inside
and outside the community. Pete Fewing
donations to athletic department projects in
is and has been the face of SU sports in the
light ofFewing's resignation.
When I was sports editor at The Spectator,
same way Steve Spurrier used to be the face

Matt Zemek
Guest Columnist

Fewing
sports

for

right

-

-

money still be devoted to the program? It's
a legitimate question, the question the whole
university community is asking right now.
For all the waywardness in big-time college
football, it's perfectly acceptable and justifiable for a donor to expect that the athletic
department will be run competently. One such
standard of competence is that it will treat
a big-time coach appropriately, and that an
iconic coach who does things the right way
will be rewarded and supported through and
through by the Athletic Director. But now, SU
not only has an AD who is out to lunch, but
the Redhawks don't even have their iconic
and decorated coach
anymore. By creating
has an
a toxic environment
the in which Pete Fewing
the face of SU sports
even
could no longer exist, Wendy Guthrie has
and decorated
wiped away whatever
prestige and stature
the SU athletic department possessed.
Ironically, in trying to move the program
forward, Guthrie has created the very kind of
situation in which it's no longer worth giving
a penny to SU sports.
SU was never going to be an out-of-control
sports school. That's precisely why the sports
program used to warrant upgrades in facilities
and financial contributions. But that's over
now.
Since Pete Fewing has been so clearly
mistreated, and given the adversarial attention, there's no reason to support the sports
program at SU.
Support the school? Yes. Maybe even I
could find a few dollars every now and then.
But the sports program? After robbing Peter of his job, I'm not going to pay Paul. Not
if I value where my dollars are going.

a great many athletes voiced their frustrations
to me about the school's unwillingness to
pump more resources into its sports programs.
But what makes this academics-athletics
conflict so enduringly difficult to resolve is
that with Division 1 status comes the need for
increased financial commitment. The outlays
ofmoney needed to maintain a high-level
program with upgraded facilities demands
some degree ofparticipation in a financial
arms race that, in the college football world I
cover, is clearly excessive to the point of total
disgust and moral outrage.
While SU is all about "Connecting the
mind to what matters," most of America SU not
focuses on what really
doesn't. Financial arms
out to
races in college sports
really don't matter... not
when the price tag runs
eight or nine figures
deep, and not when
graduation rates are
below 40 percent, as they are for a great many
top-tier teams in Division I-A college football.
But SU sports are, of course, a different
story. Can't our scholar-athletes have facilities
worthy of their time and talent? Can't Fewing
inspire aspirations to greatness that don't have
to exceed or obscure this legitimately good
university's academic mission? Building a
great sports program at Broadway and Madison will not acquire the baggage, financial
impact, or moral taint that UW football
possessed 13 years ago... one never needed
to worry about that. Money, while thrown
around way too often at mammoth state
university sports programs, deserved to be
devoted to upgrades ofSU sports programs.
This was and is a school that knows what
its ultimate mission is.
But now that Fewing has resigned, should

only

who is

AD

lunch, but
Redhawks don't
have
their iconic
coach anymore.

-

-

-

-

"

Chapel exemplifies double standard on the pulpit
Tyler Mahoney
mahoneyt@seattleu. edu
Never in my life would I expect to go to church and be made
fun of and laughed at, yet as I sat through the homily Sunday
night, I watched just that happen.
My editor Kevin Curley and I were at the back ofthe Chapel
of St. Ignatius as Father Josef Venker, SJ. pulled out Seattle
University's newspaper, The Spectator, and began to attack it.
I've been to services where I have been spiritually challenged,
my motives questioned, I've even been offended by theological
statements, but those were all in efforts by clergymen to deepen
my faith.
Fr. Venker opened his sermon by telling the congregation
that what he was about to say was not a homily. In the seminary
he was taught to give a homily and was told to do three things:
follow the weekly reading of ordinary time, tune the message
effectively to the congregation and hold a bible in one hand and
the newspaper in another.
Fr. Venker pointed out that this would be more of a sermon
because he considered the reading for that week to be boring,
so he completely ignored it. In turn, he turned the pulpit into a
political soapbox. Fr. Venker stated very clearly he was only
doing two-thirds ofhis job, because he didn't want to follow the
homily, then began to attack another group of people for what
he considered to be "not doing their job."
I would like to know why Fr. Venker can do two-thirds ofhis
job and then turn around and accuse others of not doing theirs.
Fr. Venker proceeded to show to the congregation that in
last week's issue of The Spectator, the sports section received
six pages of coverage, academics received two pages and the
display of crosses and tombstones of soldiers who passed away
in the Iraq War put up last week by Arlington Northwest only
received a few words.
In an attempt to show that the public doesn'ttalk about the war
and doesn't care, Fr. Venker was either lying or didn't even bother
to read the rest ofthe paper, since Arts and Entertainment and the
Black Student Union recieved more coverage thanacademics. Fr.
Venker even photocopied th& sports pages onto one roll ofpaper
and unraveled them over the pulpit to really point how much The
Spectator doesn't care about the AmericanArmed forces.

First, I'll state thatVenker forgot to mention that the photograph
of the memorial was on the front page and was in color, and as a
photographer those are the two most important things you strive
for in the newsroom. Venker then continued to make derogatory
about our school paper, and the laughter from both
and the congregation was insulting,
was no longer positive criticism, which the paper invites, but
iolyard bullying of student employees of The Spectator.
Ast Tuesday, when the crosses appeared on the library lawn,
Kevin Curley found me on my way to class at 10 a.m. and told
me as soon as class finished that he wanted this covered and the
photos sent in immediately. Why would he need them so soon?
Because our school paper is distributed on Wednesday, and we
were given no advance warning as to Arlington Northwest's
display or any contact information.
Those who created the display attempted to be phantoms to
create shock value. We had to act fast because deadlines fall on
Tuesday night and this needed to be covered. In this visual age
of journalism, if you can't get the interviews or the quotes you
should at leats get the photos. I approached the woman at the
information booth in front of the library lawn, and she couldn't
with the information as to which club was
even provide
sponsoring this event.
As a final option, we decided to get just the photos, so that's
what the photo editor, Joey Anchondo, and I did.
Fr. Venker went on to state that people weren't talking about
the war anymore and used the evidence thatsince The Spectator,
which has a staff offewer than 20 students, can't magic;
create thousandsofwords in a matter ofhours while classe
are in session, they don't care about our fallen soldiers.
If we were a daily paper, or had the resources to dc
so, I'd expect us to cover this topic in a matter of hours,
but we are not a daily paper, we are a weekly paper with
dwindling resources, and the challenge ofevery weekly paper

Iments

"

1 highly doubt Fr. Venker would verbally attack Super Copy
during Mass if they messed up copies for his class, nor accuse
them of not caring about the soldiers. No, he would approach
them directly and show them that, in his view, they made a
At theend ofmass, I approached Fr. Venker, introduced myself

in a low, sad monotone and asked him, "Why didn't you send
us a letter or talk to us?" He asked me if I was the editor of the
paper, and when I told him no, he responded by claiming that
Kevin Curley, the editor, writes half the paper anyway. Then as
another student left the building he began to talk to him in what
seemed like an urgent manner. I walked out of the house ofGod
feeling
aloneand betrayed, and started the long walk
down the lower mall.
As a public voice within the commu-3 nity, The Spectator expects criticism, and
expects the public to double-check our
I work, but I expect that from people in an
I open forum, not from a pulpit political
I soapbox.
In this situation, though, Fr. Venker you
are the teacher and you are responsible to
teach us in a sermon, not to insult us.
"We have much to say about this, but it is
hard to explain because you are to slow to
learn. In fact, though by the time you ought
to be teachers, you need someone to teach
you the elementary truths of God's word all
over again. You need milk, not solid food"
_

H
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McDermott pushes for more personal dialogue
of sitting down and having a personal dialogue."
McDermott also said the American public
accepts the narrow scope ofmedia coverage,
which is seemingly biased toward portraying
the government in a way that the Republicans

Katie Musselman
musselma@seattleu. edu

McDermott.
"In a country that doesn't have meaningful
dialogue anywhere, it's no wonder we can't
agree on anything," said McDermott. "These
are public policy issues and we have smart
people on both sides."

"There isn't anyone to run against me,"
said Democratic Congressman Jim McDermott. "Money has become the deciding factor in campaigns, not character. Publically
finance campaigns and then we would have
to have a debate."
Last Thursday, Feb. 23, McDermott spoke
at the Sullivan School ofLaw about his views
on America's need for personal dialogue to
change biased media coverage, President
George Bush's faulty public policy and the
increasing cost of higher education.
McDermott is notorious for being the
loudest and most liberal representative in
Congress. Yet, his opinion, often referred to
as biased, could not have been more welcome
on a campus as liberal as SU.
He began by pointing his finger at today's
media coverage, stating that its overly narrow and biased coverage should be compared
more often to the foreign press where, "I look
to get my news," said McDermott.
"George Bush wants to go to war so badly
that he will lie to us," said McDermott.
According to McDermott, Bush would lie
to the American people in order to go to war
in front of the press during a war protest on Congressman Jim McDermott spoke to a packed room at the
the steps of the Capitol Building in WashingSullivan School of Law about the need for more personal diaton D.C. Yet, he never saw it appear in the logue
in order to change the biased media.
news. However, when McDermott made the
same statement while visiting Iraq, he was wish it to be seen.
McDermott feels that Bush is exercising
In other words, the reason there is such his power in a way that is lessening the quessuddenly slammed with coverage
all of
it negative.
a stark difference between what Americans tioning of his power by the people, which can
"It's known as the politics of personal think of Bush and the issues surrounding be seen in his recent exercise ofbypassing the
destruction," said McDermott. "That's what
his presidency is because America does judiciary step of acquiring access for the NSA
they [the media] do if you speak out instead not have enough personal dialogue, claims to tap phones in order to spy on terrorists.
—

"Bush is saying 'I don't have to obey the
law," said McDermott. "Excuse me? That's
why we jumped all over Clinton for lying
about Monica Lewinsky. We are moving
back to a government who says we can do
whatever we want."
According to McDermott, Congress is
saying, "We can't let the president stand up
and do this."
Yet McDermott assured audience at the law
school, that the legal world is the only way
he can be held accountable.
In addition to the lies about Iraq and the
unlawful use ofpower on Bush's part to spy
on terrorists, McDermott in turn pointed out
that the trend of the government operating unaccountable under Republican rule is leading
to increased costs in higher education.
"Educating the young used to be a societal
responsibility," said McDermott. "Now if you
are smart enough, work hard enough and are
willing to go $50,000 in debt, then you can be
a lawyer or whatever else you want."
The cost of higher education is the reason why there are fewer and fewer human
interest workers in America, according to
McDermott.
"When you get out of school $50,000 in
debt," said McDermott, "what does that do to
you? What kind of job do you look for?"
McDermott believes *that the solution to
campaign finance reform, higher education
costs, and media control is more public
,

dialogue.
"A democracy is based on an educated
population," said McDermott. "How are we
supposed to be an informed people when
the media is controlling the propaganda?

Through dialogue."

Students aid in annual tax program Student portal
Kevin Himeda
himedak(a).seattleu. edit

As the fiscal year comes to a
close, Seattle University accounting
students are once again helping the
community crunch numbers and ac-

curately fill
For over 30 years, the Volunteer
Income Tax Assistance Program
(VITA) has recruited willing and
capable volunteers from within the
ranks of the Albers School of Business and Economics to respond to the
complexities of tax returns, which can
often result in many taxpayers hearing back from an unhappy Internal
Revenue Service (IRA).
The program tests volunteers with
two days of intense training and an
exam before they begin helping people at the Mount Zion Baptist Church,
located down the street from SU.
The help does not go unwanted.
In fact, some people have been taking advantage ofVITA's free service
since it first began, and their appreciation seems to be well-founded.
"You guys have been great to me.
I've been coming here for six years,
and the professors and students are
so willing to help," said a woman
who only identified herself by her
initials B.J.
Before finding VITA, she did her
taxes herself.
"I don't understand it at all," she
said. "After I got some letters from
the government about mistakes I'd
out tax returns.

made, I figured I'd better get some

help."
However, the help of accounting
students, is not enough to guarantee
the work will go by quickly. For
some, it can be finished in 15 min-

utes.

For others, it can take the entire
three hours that VITA is open. With
far more people asking for help than
there are those who can give it, long
waiting times are not uncommon.
"It's usually really crowded," said
Susan Weihrich, associate professor
and chair of the Accounting Department.

Weihrich helps in assisting students
and double checking their work.
"Some of [the people] have been
coming for 31 years."
Community members aren't the
only ones returning year after year.
Students are finding the work to be
rewarding in more ways than one.
"There are a lot of students who try
to get in," said Jennifer Tse, a senior
accounting major. "They're very enthusiastic about helping people, and
it fits with the mission and lets them
see the impact of their actions."
There are usually are about 50 students who participate in VITA.
"It's such a great opportunity, and
you're doing community service,
which helps your resume," she said.
According to Tse, the customers
are "really nice" to students and very
appreciative of what they are doing
for them.

"They are very patient with us. For
a lot of us, it's our first time here,"
said Tse.
While mistakes are sometimes
made, there are enough people helping to make sure that few ever end up
getting sent to the IRS.
"We've always gotten good grades
from the IRS," said retired professor
John Harding, who assists by checking the accuracy of the students'
finished tax returns. "Most people
are quite happy with what we are
doing."
VITA currently helps around 600
members of the community annually,
and it is now well known, though it
didn't begin that way.
"When it started out, we called
the newspapers and television stations," Harding said. "The first day,
broadcast crews showed up and there
wasn't a single person here. No one
showed up. But when they still did
a story on all the students, asking
where all the taxpayers were, we had
no problems after that."
Harding has the reputation of
founding VITA in 1975, but insists
that such a title is inaccurate.
"I didn't start it. I was just in charge
of the first year," Harding said. "It
started because accounting students
and the department thought it'd be a
good program. And it is."
The program will continue every
Wednesday from 5:30-8:30 p.m. and
Saturday from 10 a.m.-l p.m. until
April 15.

gets makeover
Kevin Curley
curleyk@seattleu. edu
The student web portal, MySU, has received a fabulous
facelift, courtesy of the IT Department. MySU version two
launched last week and has received rave reviews. Unlike
its predecessor, v.2 is slicker and more advantageous to
students.
The original concept of MySU was first developed two
years ago, but student usage was limited. With the help of
the Office ofStudent Development and ASSU, Don Sullivan,
director of administrative computing and web services, and
Eric Larson, senior web developer and web service team
lead from Cbllegis, redesigned the portal.
"[MySU] serves a bigger puipose for students," Sullivan
said. "The portal allows students to choose what content

they want."
To what extent can students choose the content? According to Sullivan, it's all up to the students likes and dislikes.
The portal allows one to choose the look of the layout, the
news that you prefer and as an extra bonus, different types
ofpodcasts.
Many universities have portal systems, but the one here
at SU is different it allows you to log on to everything all
with one sign-in. Whether you want to work with SUOnline,
Angel or your e-mail, all that is needed is one simple logon
and you're done.
"Our system is a striking difference from other university
portals," Larson said.
Not only can you check your e-mail and your class work
on Angel, but you can also check the balance of your meal
card.
"Hopefully by next year we will be able to link TheSpectator stories to the portal," Sullivan said.
-
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Lauren Padgett
padgettl@seattleu. edii
From stabbing reports to indecent exposure, students at
SU are continually notified of what is going on around them,
both on and off campus.
As the weather starts to get warmer, more students are
venturing off campus and into a world separated only by a
few city blocks of university. While students are encouraged
to experience the Capitol Hill community, the increasing
violence in the surrounding areas can seem threatening and
frightening.
Earlier this month, students received notice of an early
morning stabbing just a few blocks west of Campion Hall.
Police responded at 4 a.m. to a fight that occurred on the
500 block of Minor, where the victim was stabbed and the
suspect fled.
A few weeks later, a student reported that a male exposed
himselfto her as she walked down the street. Just this Monday
afternoon a police standoff took place right outside of the
Lee Center with three teenagers who refused to cooperate
with police.
"1 never venture off-campus by myself," said Gwen Wise,
a junior anthropology major.
The Capitol Hill neighborhood is at once interesting and
dangerous. The Central District is one of the most unique
and distinctive parts of the city, but is also home to many
delinquents from drug users and dealers to gang members.
Some parts of the city are known crime hot spots, such as
Deano's Cafe on 23rd and Madison. SPD has stated that this
part of the central neighborhood is by far one of the most
dangerous parts of Seattle, including downtown. This area
is a mere 20 minute walk from campus.
"We always try to warn students to be extra cautious when
they leave campus," said Mike Sletten, director of Public
Safety and Transportation, in an interview earlier this year.
"We encourage them to utilize the security escorts, the
Night Hawk, whatever they need to reach their destination
safely."
Capitol Hill, according to recent statistics, is one of the
most densely populated regions ofSeattle. It is also the most

liberal. Within the community are sub-communities of any
sort of group you can imagine.
From gay and lesbian to conservative and devout Christian,
this region is easily one of the most diverse. The dynamic
presence of Seattle University and Seattle Central Community College on the Hill lends itself to a younger, more urban
culture that is unique to this area.
While Capitol Hill and the Central District have a history

s various neighborhoods condemned buildings are often next door to new townhouses
or homes.
People living on the street also contribute theirpresence to
Central Seattle. In the U.S. Census of2000, it was estimated
that 1.25 percent of Seattle's population is homeless, and
that number is exponentially increasing.
Factors like hospital availability, methadone centers at the
Polyclinic and countless homeless shelters and food banks
lend themselves to a transient population.
Sletten stated earlier this year that an increased amount of
methamphetamine use on Capitol Hill has directly affected
Seattle University.
"We're seeing a lot of thefts, especially with bikes," said
Sletten. "The increasing amount of meth users in this area
seems to be connected with that."
Homeless and transient drug trafficking is often visible
just a few yards from campus. The nature of the density of
the area, and areas where extreme poverty is prevalent are
accepted facts among most SU students.
"I do feel safe around here, especially on campus," said
Jason Volberding, a junior political science major. "The
area is pretty well-lit, and those emergency call stations are
everywhere. You still should be aware of what is going on
around you, but campus is very safe."
Public Safety staff members feel it is important for
students to know what is going on around them in their
community. Through distributing e-mails and notices about
wanted persons or incidents that were called into SPD, they
hope to keep safety in the forefront of students' minds.
"I'm glad they send out those e-mails, because wherever
you live, you should be aware of what is going on in the
area," said Wise. "The strong police presence around the
campus, as well as the presence of Public Safety officers
make me feel more safe."
Public Safety want to remind students to travel in groups,
stay in well-lit areas and use the campus security services
whenever possible.
Student services such as the Night Hawk are designed
to transport students within a certain distance of campus
safely.
throughout Capitol Hill

Students are now very familiar with the
Public Safety logo as it has been on the
last five e-mails that they have sent out
in the past few weeks warning students
about criminal activity that has been occurring around campus.
of poverty and low-income residents, the property value has
increased dramatically in recent years.
Demographically, it has shown that as affluent homeowners move in, the low-income, mainly black community that
lived on the Hill is moving in increasing numbers to Rainier
Valley.
This shift in wealth and home ownership is evident
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SEATTLE UNIVERSITY

Budget and Tuition News
FOR FISCAL YEAR 2007
The Seattle University Board of Trustees has approved the budget for the 2006/2007 academic year (FY 07). The budget
creates new funding levels for high priority academic and student support needs; and is designed to accommodate the
growth in SU's student population.
The FY 07 budget requires a tuition increase of 7.5 percent for undergraduates and 3.25 percent for graduate students. The
School of Law tuition is increased by 6.9 percent. Room rates will be raised 3.5 percent, in line with cost of living increases.
Seattle University continues to be among the best values in high quality, independent education. Among 15 West Coast
peer institutions, SU is ranked twelfth in terms of tuition costs.

The increase in tuition will help support the following initiatives that directly benefit Seattle University students:
Academic resources
■

.

25 new faculty positions will be created and 14 part-time

Transportation
■

faculty positions will be converted to fulltime in order to
maintain small class sizes.
■

purchasing both electronic and print media.
■

Nearly $1 million will be set aside to begin funding an

900 and will be subsidized at a higher rate (a 62 percent
discount instead of 55 percent).

Infrastructure
■

room and women's locker room; and an upgrade of the

classrooms, labs, and study carrels will be replaced every

Campion Hall safety systems,

three years.

■

■

Additional staffing and operation funds for student health,

Capital projects will include enhancement of lab facilities

for chemistry and biology; upgrades of the Connolly weight

ongoing computer replacement program so computers in

Student life

from the State of the Student

Survey, the number of transit passes will be doubled to

Al5 percent increase in the Lemieux Library's annual

acquisition budget will make $1.53 million available for

In direct response to feedback

Athletics and Recreation
■ "An additional staff person will supervise the weight room

psychological services, and wellness programs will improve

and offer instruction and training tips. Opportunities to

students' access and experience.

develop new activities and club sports on campus will
be explored.

Funding for the Student Activities department, the Office
of Multicultural Affairs, and residential programming will

■

For the first time in several years, the amount of financial

nearly double; and new staff in Residential Life and Student

aid for student-athletes will be increased to be on par with

Activities will help increase social, weekend and late-night

other schools within our conference and help us field more

programming.

competitive teams.

Local
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Associated Press

Cargo ships are unloaded at a port in Baltimore while a new port deal is negotiated
WASHINGTON (AP) Congressional Republicans
and Democrats on Tuesday tempered calls for an immediate vote to block a Dubai-based company's takeover
of some U.S. port operations as President Bush prodded
them to avoid a confrontation.
Returning to the Capitol in force for the first time
since news of DP World's takeover broke, lawmakers
from both parties criticized the White House for failing to let them know about the deal before it became
public.
But many also said steps taken over the weekend
by the White House and the United Arab Emirates
company for a 45-day investigation ofthe transaction's
security issues reassured them and negated the need for
legislation for now.
"We should allow that to proceed," said Sen. Susan
Collins, R-Maine, chairwoman ofthe Senate Homeland
Security Committee.
Over the weekend, Senate Majority Leader Bill Frist,
R-Tenn., brokered a deal between the company and the
Bush administration to agree to a new investigation of
security issues related to DP World's plan to assume
significant operations at six U.S. ports.
Republican leaders were looking to curtail a revolt by
members of the president's own party, and by Tuesday
it appeared they had succeeded.
"I'm very pleased where we are today," Frist said.
Some lawmakers, though, warned they would move
forward with legislation ifthe upcoming 45-day investigation of security issues was cursory. Bills relating to
the issue are piling up, but there are no plans for votes
on any so far.
Rep. Peter King, chairman ofthe House Homeland
Security Committee, said his legislation could give
Congress an opportunity to block the deal if lawmakers
are dissatisfied with the results of the security review.
But he suggested he would not urge an immediate
vote on it.
"It has to be a weapon held in reserve to ensure
there is a real investigation," King, R-N.Y., told the
Associated Press.
Although the new investigation has yet to begin,
the president said he still supports DP World's plan to
assume control of operations now handled by a British
company.
"My position hasn't changed," Bush said after an
Oval Office meeting with Italian Prime Minister Silvio
Berlusconi.
Bush, the final arbiter of the new investigation, suggested there was no reason to think it would produce
any different outcome than the government's initial
review and urged Congress to be careful.
"What kind of signal does it send throughout the
world if it's OK for a British company to manage the
ports but not a company that has been secured that
has been cleared for security purposes from theArab
-

_

_

world?" he asked.
In an interview later with ABC News, Bush said he
would stand by the deal, adding, "The only way it won't
happen is if there is a true security threat to the United
States ofAmerica."
Democrats accused the president of prematurely
determining the outcome of an investigation that the
administration should have done in the first place.
"Let's have a real investigation and a vote here in the
Senate," said Senate Minority Leader Harry Reid, DNev. "What the president has agreed to is no review."
"If the investigation proves to be a charade, ifit's not
truly independent and thorough, then the bipartisan legislation that we introduced yesterday will pass through
the Senate and the House like a hot knife through butter," Sen. Charles Schumer, D-N.Y, said.
Lawmakers said thepolitical uproar could have been
avoided if the White House had kept lawmakers in the
loop on the DP World deal.
Sen. Trent Lott, R-Miss., said the White House was
"slow to react" to the Criticism. Lott also called the
president's threat last week to veto legislation Congress
passed "very unwise." "It offended me. He threatened
me," Lott added.
Senate Armed Services Committee Chairman John
Warner, R-Va., who has backed the White House on
the DP World deal, said he found "flaws" in the Bush
administration's earlier consideration of it. He also
expressed optimism the government will approve the
transaction after a lengthier investigation.
Also Tuesday, Bush administration officials and the
company's chief operating officer, Edward H. Bilkey,
sought to reassure lawmakers the deal was prudent.
Before the Senate Commerce Committee, Bilkey
said DP World spends large amounts on security
already and recognizes that its business would be significantly disrupted if any problems were traced to the
company.
"We couldn't afford for anything to go wrong,"
Bilkey told senators.
At the hearing, Democrats raised a new concern over
the deal, pointing to a JerusalemPost report that said DP
World's parent company helps enforce the Arab boycott
ofIsrael. "We should not be rewarding companies that
support discrimination against our key strategic ally,"
said Sen. John Kerry, D-Mass.
In a statement, Michael Moore, DP World's senior
vice president, saidthe company does not discriminate
and it has long-standing business relationships with
Israeli companies.
In London on Tuesday, a high court judge delayed
until Thursday a decision on whether to approve DP
World's takeover ofPeninsular & Oriental Steam Navigation Co. Two shareholders and a joint venture partner
of the British company objected to the deal. The judge
had been expected to approve the deal Tuesday.
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Milk Honey: prize winning recipe of Battle of the Bands
&

Tyler Mahoney/The Spectator

Ben Sellon, frontman for the first place band, Milk
Rob La Gatta
lagattar@seattleu. edu

&

Honey, swooned the crowd with his acoustic guitar work and smooth lyrics.

Ken Blackwood
Blackwood, a student is theLaw School, performs light
indie rock on his acoustic guitar. He is backed with the
added flair of a keyboard manned by senior Vanessa
Zsadanyi and a standup bass.
Blackwood performed an in-studio session on KSUB
last year and returned to the Battle of the Bands
i with a group to back him.
Blackwood and his three-member band
played third during a brief lull in attendance,
when a good portion of fans left after Meagan
Grandall's performance. Still, the band kept
what audience they had attentive and enticed.
Despite the lack of drums, Blackwood's
performance held
together and the
-
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Saturday night. The annual battle brings together performers from around
the SU community i
rap, folk, blues,
punk and indierock
were just some of
the diverse musical
&
styles this year's
competitors brought
to the table.
At the Battle of the
Bands, a group of
judges including
two former members of local bands
watched 10 minute performances
by each act, usually
giving performers
time for two songs.
They then ranked
and graded the acts
accordingly, and at
the end the winners
recieved the grand
prize: recording time at a local studio.
Though raffle prizes, free snacks and a beer garden for
the 21+ crowd definitely added to the appeal, the main reason for attending the Battle of the Bands was the music.
This year the crowd was much more responsive than
at the 2005 battle, and the competition was much more
intense who would win was anybody's guess.
This year, local indie musician Ken Blackwood came in
third, satirical rap crew E-Money Gunz took second and
Milk & Honey a band featuring well-known SU musician Ben Sellon won first place.
-

Ist: Milk

-

Honey

3rd: Ken Blackwood

-

;

-

-

-

-

the microphone: some emcees, some female vocalists and
some members to do the signature rap move of providing
backup vocals to emphasize certain words (a technique
applied across the scope of hip hop music for more than
a decade).
Their two songs, "Pop Yo Colla" and "Celibacy," demonstrate the satirical edge of founders and lead group
members Andrew Zelman (aka Scoundrel G) and Eric
Wiesenhutter (aka E-Money), both sophomores.
With the vocals of two talented young women to sing
the choruses and guest appearancesby SU rappers RubA-Dub and Chief Smackaho - plus an active audience
that knew all the words to their songs E-Money Gunz
got what was unquestionably the best crowd response of
-

stand-up bass
was a nice added
touch to a genre
that is already
fairly recycled.
With a voice
that goes much
higher than one
would assume by
looking at him
he is a tall, serious man Blackwood lets it all
out on the stage,
Joey Anchondo/The Spectator
singing songs about simple Second place finishers, E-Money Gunz, got the crowd going
things with a twist of emowith their master raps.
tion that he has learned to
harness well.
Check out Ken Blackwood's work at www.myspace. the evening.
com/kenblackwood or www.kenblackwood.com.
Despite technical difficulties when an amplifier went out
a few minutes into their brief set, E-Money Gunz held their
act together and brought a twist of humor to the only act
E-Money Gunz
An act unlike any the Battle of the Bands has seen, E- representing rap music at the Battle of the Bands.
Money Gunz assumed the stage to the sound of dozens of
(Continued on next page)
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Tyler Mahoney/The Spectator

Meagan Grandall (above) did a great job as the only solo-female
performer at this year's Battle of the Bands. Ken Blackwood
(right) finished of the podium with a strong third.
(continuedfrom last page)
E-Money Gunz are currently working on an EP to be released later this year through Sound Squared Productions, a
record company owned and operated by Seattle University
students. Though their website isn't active yet, continue to
check their www.myspace.com7emoneygunz for new songs
and performance dates.

Milk & Honey
University, everybody knows Ben Sellon. He
has released several songs during his three years here (he
is a junior English/creative writing major) and performs on
campus whenever the opportunity arises.
Milk & Honey, the group Sellon performed with at Battle
of the Bands, helped him take the first place distinction.
Calm and laid back, the group performed folksy rock with
elements of blues and jazz that was undeniably comparable
to Jack Johnson or the Dave Matthews Band.
Though they performed at last year's Battle as well, Saturday marked Milk & Honey's first win at the event. By the
time their performance came about this year, it was late in

the evening and much ofthe audience
hadeither left or disengaged from the
performances.
Despite this, Milk & Honey managed to impress the judges with their unique approach to rock
music, their smooth instrumentation that is surely a direct
result of practice, and live sound that was noticeably better
than many of the night's other performers.
Ben Sellon's solo acoustic work can be found on his websites, www.bensellon.com and www.myspace.com/BenSel-

At Seattle

Wanderlust
Being the first band to play is always a disadvantage. In
Wanderlust's case, it may have cost them valuable points at
the Battle of the Bands.
The group, made up of, Piper Carling, Chris Saul and a
non-SU drummer, played before the majority of the evening's
crowd arrived and before the sound technician perfected the
levels for Campion Ballroom. They also lacked a lead guitarist. Still, their performance was solid, their lack of recognition at the battle leaving many who witnessed Wanderlust's

Joey Anchondc/The Spectator

performance scratching their heads.
The female-led trio performed an inspired and impressive
set: strong musicianship, interesting bass work and catchy
melodies were all present and accounted for.
Though the majority of their work currently posted online
now is only acoustic demos, it gives a feel for the style that
Wanderlust is hoping to and almost certainly will attain.
Perhaps the judges weren't paying attention at the start
of the performance or just forgot about Wanderlust after
witnessing seven other diverse acts, because many audience
members felt that they didn't get enough credit for their
performance. It doesn't matter that they didn't win the
performance was solid, and in a situation like this, what more
could a band ask for?
Though they may not have won the studio time, expect to
hear more from Wanderlust as they recruit a new lead guitarist
and record "plugged" songs with the full band. Their music
can be heard at www.myspace.com/wanderlustrock.
-

-

-

The golden statue: now favoring indie films
Megan Peter
spectatornews@hotmail. com
With the Oscars less than a wo
away the entertainment world
is buzzing with predictions of
who will take home a golden
statue. But this year there
are no Titanics or Lord of the
Rings to make the predictions
as easy. In fact, in an almost
drastic change of events, there
are only a few "big budget" films
nominated for the top eight categories. Instead the independent films
have been nominated and are poised
to take the big awards. So here are a
few predictions for who will win the
top five awards.
One of the major ways to see who
will win in these categories is to look
at the winners in the other major
awards ceremonies. If an actor or
actress sweeps in the other awards
such as the Screen Actors Guild
(SAG) Awards and the Golden
Globes, there is a high chance
that person will also win the
Oscar. This year it is likel;
Best Actor nominee Phili
Seymour Hoffman for h
titlerole in the film Capote
While there is talk that
Heath Ledger could take
the award, it seems that
Brokeback Mountain
will get its due in other
categories.

"elicity Huffman for Transamerica and Reese Witherspoon
for Walk the Line. Both
actresses have a Golden
Globe on their side for
their nominated roles,
though Witherspoon also
snagged the SAG Award.
But Huffman does have
another point going for her
and it is that the Academy
loves beautiful women who
make themselves "ugly" to
portray extraordinary characters. Past examples of this
include Charlize Theron for
her role in Monster and Hilary
Swank in Boys Don 't Cry.
In past years it has been
easy to pick the winners for
Best Picture and Best Director because (except for a few
times), both awards went to
�he same movie. But
we have Academy history in the making
with the same five
■
films nominated for

award at the
Globes and ha
won numerous
critics award

lies the di-

nated for Best Picture, and it has the
SAG award on its side.
Still, there seems to b
something off abou

E'ould

put my
on it winit Original
lay. The
Academy often

nominated in.
This was seen in the past two
years, with Sideways only winning
in the Best Adapted Screenplay,
despite its four other nominations
in major categories and with Sophia
Coppola only winning for Best
Original Screenplay, even though
L she should have won for Best
I.
ctor as we ]j g ut wnen
3u are a woman and going
against the Lord of the
Rings, you don't stand
much of a chance.
So when it comes
to the awards on
Sunday, there are
some things everyone needs to keep in
mind: nothing is for
certain, upsets happen
and sometimes the unT^:__

m
■

i
'

Best Director is
Ang Lee for
Brokeback
Mountain. W|
Lee has
fl
won the 1

Actor for his chilling
portrayal of Truman

■ Capote in Capote,
Phillip Seymour Hoffman, is favorite to
take home the golden
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This week in Redhawk Sports
Men's Basketball
Redhawks earn chance to go to nationals
Softball
Two double header wins first of season
Sports Column
Nike sponsorship of all SU teams only rumors

Men's Basketball continues drive toward playoffs
With two wins against
SPU and Northwest
Nazarene the next
two games will be the
biggest in 25 years
Nicholas Lollini

lollinin@seattleu. edu
Seattle University's men's basketball
team poised itself to gain something that no
other Seattle University team has earned in
the last 25 years—a chance at the national

"We finished plays and had more intensity," said senior Jeffery McDaniel regarding
the game against Seattle Pacific.
In order to receive an invitation to the Division II national tournament, Seattle would
have to break into the top eight in regional
standings.
After losing two straight games on the
road to Western and Central Washington, the
Redhawks began to make their drive toward
the post-season with three straight wins over
Saint Martins, Seattle Pacific and Northwest
Nazarene.
In last Thursday's game against SU, Seattle
University was able to establish dominance
on both sides of the
court. With an offense
led by McDaniel, who
contributed 29 points
and 14 rebounds, and
an aggressive team defense which produced
12 steals and four
blocks, the Redhawks
were able to get on top
early in the game holding a 22-15 lead with
6:22 remaining in the

"[McDaniel's] perormance gave us our
ushion," said senior
Bernard Seals. "My
eammates stepped up
nd everyone had a
great game; we don't
eed one person to
win." The first half
ended with Seattle
University on top 3723. The Redhawks depended on their solid
defensive pressure
and their set offense
throughout the first
half, and did not score
any fast break points.
The second half began with Seattle Pacific bouncing back
Tyler Mahoney The Spectator with three consecutive
Sean Namanny puts up a shot past Northwest 3-pointers, which resulted in the score beNazarene's Travis Fridrich. Namanny led the
ing within five points.
Redhawks to victory with 23 points on SaturHowever, McDaniel
took charge ofthe Redday.
hawks offensive attack,
with 8:21 left in the game he slam dunked a
tournament.
missed shot, which reenergized the crowd and
The Redhawks ensured that they would gave the Redhawks momentum throughout
complete their regular season with a winning the rest of the game.
"I just played hard and put the ball in
record as they ended theirroad trip with a win
over Saint Martin's on Feb. 18,and proceeded the hole. My teammates found me," said
McDaniel.
to knock off nationally-ranked Seattle Pacific
As the final seconds of the game ticked
on Thursday, and then Northwest Nazarene
away, McDaniel took a breakaway to the lane,
on Saturday.
and finished with a 360-degree dunk, bring"We're athletic and aggressive; we are a ing the crowd to its feet. However, the show
good team," said head coach Joe Callero. brought a confrontation at center court, which
"We are really improving, our offense is resulted in three technical fouls called, and
more consistent and our defense is more the game ended with a final score of 90-76.
Senior Sean Namanny and junior Sam Kirby
aggressive."
finished the game in double digits, scoring 15
With their three consecutive wins, includand 12 points respectively.
ing an inspiring 90-76 victory over Seattle
Following the game, McDaniel offered an
Pacific, the top ranked team in the GNAC,
apology to the entire SPU organization for
the Redhawks look ready to move into the top the last minute dunk, stating that it was "not
eight in the Division II west region rankingclassv but that he did it for the fans
as of print they are ranked tenth.
On Saturday, Seattle continued its drive

toward the postseason with
a win over Northwest NazaThe Redhawks took the

advantage of NNU's poor
shooting, jumping out to an
early 17-7 lead fewer than
into the game,
inny and Seals led the
in first half scoring,
contributing 11 points.
Webb contributed five
assists in building Seattle's
first half lead 44-35.
the second half the
hawks began to falter,
landling passes and not
rolling the boards. NNU
took advantage of Seattle's
mistakes closing the lead to
55-53 with 11:40remaining,
and finally taking their first

Kiinutes
■

I/e

didn't have enough
pressure. That allowed
them to get into a rhythm,
there was a key spurt in the
second half," said Callero.
However, as he did in the
game earlier in
veek against SPU, Mcel gave Seattle its much
ed momentum offof an

liawks

Ledhawks a 61-58 lead,
:thing that Seattle would
*ive up for the rest of

With two minutes remainSeattle clinching
mere five point lead,
[ faltered traveling on two consecutive
possessions, giving Seattle the ball on the offensive end, which the Redhawks were able

Kand

Tyler Mahoney/The Spectator

Jeffrey McDaniel led Seattle's offense with
39 points and 19 rebounds in the two backto-back wins against Seattle Pacific and
Northwest Nazarene. McDaniel was also
named GNAC Player of the Week on Monday.

"We're very likely to move into the top
eight. It's a matter of holding our ground,"
said Callero. "The next two games are the
two biggest games in 25 years."

/

"

Tyler Mahoney / The Spectator

Fans and the SU swim team came to support the Redhawks in
full force during the game against SPU on Thursday.
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Rumors dispelled of
Nike sponsorship for
all SU athletic teams
Alex Berni

bernia@seattleu. edit
Contrary to what many SU students may have
heard, the athletic department has not decided on a
major athletic brand to cover all of the university's
athletic programs.
According to Athletics Director Wendy Guthrie,
the idea has been discussed within the athletics department, but no immediate plans have been set.
"We are trying to maximize sponsorship opportunities and generate revenue," Guthrie said.
Currently, each program has its own brand or
apparel sponsor, including such brands as Nike,
Adidas and Brooks.
It is a general misconception that having one
apparel sponsor legitimizes a university's sports
program, and it is not always in the best interest
of the school to do so.
For Guthrie, the most pertinent question is
whether or not it makes sense to have just one.
The first step in deciding would be to evaluate
each program's needs and select three or four
companies that could potentially fill these needs;
the next step would be to choose the best possible
candidate.
The manufacturer's compatability with SU
athletics could be based on the range of goods
the company provides or on the sponsorship in

general.
For instance, would the company offer a
generous discount on their products or would
they provide them free of cost? Would they also
provide advertising promotions? These are the
kinds of questions that the athletic department

might address before even attempting to make a
final decision.
Sponsorships aren't just limited to apparel; they
can also be applied to receive funding through
advertisements.
With the planned renovations of the Connelly Center and Championship Field, "untapped
resources" for advertising also present themselves.
"This comprehensive plan would cover advertising opportunities such as venue signage and
facility naming opportunities as well as event
sponsor opportunities and apparel sponsors,"
said Guthrie.
In Connolly Center's north court, there is a
new Scoreboard which could potentially have
advertisement placements on it.
In addition, there are opportunities to place other
advertisements along the tables set up for visiting
journalists, appropriately named "press row."
With the changes to ChampionshipField already
under way, and the proposed renovation for the
current Connolly Center, the renaming opportunities are endless. One can only imagine the possibilities: "Nike North Court," "Adidas Astrogym,"
or the "Just Do It Varsity Weight Room."
According to Guthrie, it will be another four
to five years before we can expect to see the new
athletics facility, since a major portion of the funding still has to be raised.
For now, the athletics department will continue
to review sponsorship possibilities for each individual program and advertising opportunities in
the same revenue-generating fashion of the past.

Softball opens season
with double header
wins against Western
Seattle on the road to win in
Central Washington Invitational
after securing four weekend wins
against the Vikings
Jen Hamann
hamannj@seattleu. edit
After returning from six games at the Togo's Best of the
West Tournament in Turlock, Calif, where they went 1 -5, Seattle University women's Softball team opened their first two
home matches against Western Washington on Saturday.
"We had a slow start in California," said head coach Dan
Powers. "The tournament gave us a chance to get out a lot
of rust."
The Redhawks were successful in reviving the team, as they
did not make a single error in both games against the Vikings,
compared to the 15 errors they accumulated in California.
The team was able to gain a one run win over the Vikings
when the game extended to the bottom of the tenth inning.
With the international tiebreaker in place, Seattle had
sophomore right fielder Brenda Stice on second. Stice reached
third base when first basemen batter Heather Hansen singled,
just enough to get Stice home for the only run of the game.
When asked about their offensive efforts, Stice explained
that the team just wasn't focused.
"Our hits didn't come together and we ended up leaving
people on bases," she said.
Sophomore pitcher Erin Martin was key to both wins this
weekend, with a 10-inning shutout in the first game including five strikeouts and allowing only two hits and one walk.
Western's Jackie Quinn took the close loss, pitching 9.1 in-

Becky Lawrence The Spectator
/

Becky Lawrence

lawrlBl4@seattleu.edu
Seattle University's rugby team played in a controversial scrimmage against
Gonzaga on Saturday, which ended in a loss for SU. The lack of penalties
called on Gonzagaby their head coach, who was acting as the referee, enraged
Seattle's team and coach. High tackles and crooked throws into the scrum should
have been yard gains for SU, but were left unnoticedby the referee while SU's
mistakes were being called consistently. By half time, Gonzaga was in the led
with 22 to 0. The frustration over unfair calls fueled the energy that lead to SU
getting three tris in the second half. SU lost to Gonzaga, 19-27.
"We really came up strong [in the second half]," said team captain Jason
Volberding, a political science major. "We were happy with the way we
played."
"We may be a Division II small college team," said first year player Tyler
Mahoney, "but Gonzaga now knows we have the heart and the passion that
makes our team a family."
Even with the loss and unmerited calls the SU team left the highly physical
game satisfied.

nings with nine strikeouts and allowing just one run on seven
hits. Martin came in to save the second game, allowing only
one run and pitching 31.1 innings this weekend.
The second game started out slow like the first and was
undetermined until the end. Seattle had a few impressive hits
that reached the fence but were caught or errored. However,

■

clsaac hit a

perfect high and center ball up and over Logan
Field's outfield for a home run that also brought home outfielder freshman Cassie Cueto who was on second, bringing
the lead to 2-1.
The sixth inning was the real crowd-pleaser as Stice had
a nice sliding outfield catch. Soon after, a controversial "no
out" at third base called by a referee known to
the diehard fans as "One Eye," hyped up the
team, especially after that third base runner
came home to tie up the game 2-2.
The top ofthe sixth was the real game winner for Seattle as sophomore and last week's
GNAC player of the week, Jane Purdy, hit a
single on the first pitch. Followed by a strong
team effort at bat, Purdy made it home as Seattle took the lead for the final time 3-2.
Later, Hansen proved valuable again as she
hit a single, bringing home two to make the
score 6-2. The games ended with three quick
outs on both sides in the seventh inning with
7-2 a win by Seattle.
"We started hitting at pitches we could
handle," said Powers of the sixth inning.
For the day, Hansen was 4-for-7 with three
Joey Anchondo The Spectator
runs batted-in while Purdy was 3-for-6.
Sophomore Brenda Stice steals second base from
Western Washington's Lisa Pendergrast in the top of The Redhawks headed to Western Washington to play another double-header.
the fifth inning. Stice scored the winning run in the
"Hopefully we can bring the sticks again
tenth inning.
tomorrow," said Maclsaac.
Western Washington is a strong opponent
the momentum of the second game came in the third inning for the No. 22 ranked Seattle Redhawks. The Vikings were
as Western took the lead 1-0 when a fly ball from Viking ranked in the top three of the GNAC before this weekend.
Seattle plays home again at Logan Field Friday, April 7 at
Mandy Harvey helped bring home Rachel Ellis.
In the bottom of the third, freshman shortstop Megan Ma2 p.m. against Saint Martin's.
/
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WOMEN'S RIGHTS: A NATIONAL ISSUE WITH LOCAL IMPLICATIONS

Finding balance between the
Jesuit mission: Catholicism
and women's rights at SU
(Continuedfrom Pg. 1)
Socially, the Catholic Church argues
against any form of contraception and
abortion. While Seattle University's official position upholds these principles,
certain students and faculty feel differently about these contentious issues.
With women's rights and sexuality,
some women feel the school allows fairly
lenient freedom of expression.
"The Jesuits take a stance that women
are to be honored and treated equally, and
that their issues need to be heard," said
Anne Schiffer, administrative assistant for
University Advancement. "Just because
it's a Jesuit campus doesn't mean it's a
patriarchal campus; it's a place that's sacred, and that's the space the Jesuits try
to hold for everybody."
Schiffer, a full-time university employee who is also working to receive
her bachelor's degree, co-founded of the
Seattle University Society of Feminists
four years ago. She believes that while
the university cannot deny its allegiance
to the pope blatantly by handing out condoms or educating about safe sex, it has
the power to do what they feel is socially
progressive.
"If the Roman Catholic Church is still
against abortion, they can't just open
campuses that are suddenly supporting abortion," she said. "They will not
do something on the campus that will
flagrantly throw a lack of support at the
Church."
Still, Schiffer believes that Seattle
University's liberal treatment of women
needs no greater example than the Vagina
Monologues, Eve Ensler's internation-

E

play. The Vagina
which
took
place last weekogues,
Pigott Auditorium and until March
heduled to be performed on more
00 campuses across the country, 40
of them Catholic-affiliated. V-Day, strong
supporter of the Vagina Monologues, say
that the performance helps promote open
discussions on campus about sexuality of
and violence toward women.
But there are some Catholics who feel
that the Vagina Monologues has no place
on church-affiliated campuses. The Cardinal Newman Society is a Virginia-based
organization whose mission is to "promote
and understanding of the mesof the Catholic Church concerning
ature and value of Catholic higher
education."
The society has been working across
the country to keep the Vagina Monofrom being performed on Catholic
uses. At Seattle University, this
s Vagina Monologues is the first
to remain relatively
unchallenged by the
claimed feminist

■ssion

SU cast members rehearse "The Vagina Monologues," a play
that has faced censorship on various Catholic campuses

group applied less pressure to the university than in the past.
"Nothing on our end was toned down,"
he said from the group's headquarters
in Manassas. "We certainly contacted
the university, and we've had our letterwriting campaigns
going on this year,
a stance
basically the same
women are to
as any other year."
also said
Reilly
and treated
that the group

Bs

"The Jesuits take
that
be honored
equally,
and that their issues need to
be heard."

"In previous years
they've been really kind of a pain,"
Maclelunior political
science major and
producer of the Va-Anne Schiffer
gina Monologues.
president Stephen
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
"They are extremely
Sundborg.
for University Advancement
Though the
[to the VaCardinal Newman
i Monologues],
in the entire nation the only campus Society did not disrupt SU's production
Juctions who have been shut down are of the Vagina Monologues, Maclellan relolic universities, largely because of vealed that the school still deals with the
effort from this organization."
play very cautiously, taking precautionary
he Cardinal Newman Society whose measures in the months leading up to its
founder and president Patrick J. Reilly sent performance.
These measures included continual
out a letter in 2005 that amidst donation
called
the
requests
Vagina Monologues meetings between administrators and
"a play that focuses on lesbian erotica, student organizers, school approval on
all publicity
which Maclellan argues
marvels at group masturbation, and feaunder
more
scrutiny than other
was
put
tures
approvingly! the seduction of a
and
the
organizations
requirement that
teenage girl by a lesbian adult" managed
officers be present at all
public
safety
to shut down 17 productions of the play
performances, "in case someone gets
nationwide in 2004. In 2003, there were 32
upset or something goes wrong in
performances on Catholic campuses; these really
protest."
numbers have been steadily declining
Public safety have been present at the
society's efforts. Performances
ed to 29 in 2004, 27 in 2005, and 24 performances all three years, though Maclellan says nothing has ever occured that
this year.
Vagina Monologues went ahead as would reouire their presence
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An SU student studying for
one of her classes. Seattle
University currently has a student body that is 60 percent
female.
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Women's History
Month to you?
While you may not know it, the month ofMarch is
Women's History Month. At Seattle University, the
Office of MulticulturalStudent Affairs (OMSA) is
sponsoring the month, but unfortunately does not list
many events.
Women's History Month is held annually, but few
seem to have realized this celebration takes place and
how it has come about.
On Feb. 28, 1909 the first InternationalWomen's
Day was celebrated. The day was meant to show the
achievements of women in modern society.
Currently, Mar. 8 is the annual International Women's
Day. as designated by the United Nations in 1975.

To augment InternationalWomen's Day, the United
States Congress passed a law marking Women's History
Week in 1981, which eventually became Women's
History Month in 1987.
However, in recent years Women's History Month
and InternationalWomen's Day have been seemingly
overlooked. For example, this year the Seattle celebration
of International Women's Day has been canceled.
Ironically, women's rights and reproductive freedoms
are at the forefront of many ethical
political debates
currently taking place.
At Seattle University, OMSA is holding two events
during the month, and there are other off-campus
opportunities to celebrate and learn about women's
history and women's rights.

Upcoming Events surrounding Women's
Rights
Mar. 2- Forum concerning the impact of social and
political policies on the lives of women
The League ofWomen Voters are sponsoring this forum

Both Maclellan and Schiffer believe
that though the university has procedures
in place to further the advancement of
women, the students also share the responsibility. Nationally, according to an
article in Connections magazine, women
at Jesuit schools make up 56 percent of
the student body, while only making up
30 percent of the faculty.
Maria Bullon-Fernandez, associate professor for the College of Arts & Sciences
and adviser to the SU Feminist Society,
also cited the success of the Vagina Monologues as proof of tolerance on campus.
But she believes that there is still a ways
to go.
"[The Vagina Monologues] doesn't
mean, though, that the Jesuits always differ from the Catholic Church on women's
issues," she said in an e-mail Thursday. "It
means that there is some room for different
viewpoints within the Church."
In a time when women's rights on the
national scale are being curtailed South
Dakota's Senate and House of Representatives recently approved a bill that would
make abortions illegal in almost every
circumstance, including rape and incest
the future remains vague.
Changes within the structure of the
Catholic Church and within the administration at Seattle University leave even
more uncertainty.
Women on campus seem to think that the
school is taking steps in the right direction, even if awareness of gender equality
hasn't reached its full potential yet.
Only time will tell if SU, the first Jesuit university to admit and treat female
students as equals, will continue to make
strides for women's rights.
-

-

which is free and open to the public. It features Christine
DiStefano, associate professor of political studies at UW,
and Dolores Gohndrone, vice president ofBusiness and
Professional Women of Washington. The forum will be
held at 7:30 p.m. at Seattle First Baptist Church 1111
Harvard Avenue at Seneca.
-

Mar. 9- Art Exhibit in OMSA Reception Lounge
To celebrate Women's History Month, OMSA is
sponsoring an exhibit showcasing female artists.

Seattle University clubs related to women's rights
Society for Feminists
This club "works toward equal rights for women through
education, dialogue, and action."
Club contact: Ann Schiffer/schiffa@seattleu.edn
Seattle University Women in Business
This club looks to "'to provide visibility for our members
through professional, educational, and social events.
Club contact: Tala de los Santos/tdh2oo3@yahoo.com
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Title IX: A law that created equality in both academics and athletics
Lauren Padgett
padgettl@seattleu. edu

Skalicky.
Female participation in college athletics has
increased 400 percent in the last 30 years, according to Title IX statistics. In high school, the
half the population is still struggling to find their
participation had increased over eight times the
voice. Title IX was implemented in 1970 in an effort to create a greater sense ofacademic equality
rate in 1970.
amongst men and women.
Athletics provide the opportunity to build
While many people believe that Title IX only
character, develop friendships and skills, and
involves female athletics, it actually extends
help women feel better about themselves, creatacross the academic world. Women still face
ing a positive body image. Sports also reinforce
discrimination in the classroom, but not from a
positive decision making athletes are less
lack of presence.
likely to abuse drugs and alcohol or experience
According to the U.S. Department of Education,
an unwanted pregnancy.
since 1979 women have surpassed the number of
"Being an athlete Isn't all about fun and
men in college, and since 1984 have earned more
games," said Skalicky. "A college athlete is
bachelor's degrees. Although more women than
a student as well. Along with early morning
men possess a higher education, men with profespractice, being on theroad and giving your all,
sional degrees earn on average $2 million more in
you have to keep your grades up and stay on the
their lifetime than women with the same degree.
Becky Lawrence/1 he bpectat'
right track in terms ofhow you spend your time.
There are also fewer women in math and science Many people think that Title IX only affects student atheltics,
[SU athletes] do a good job in terms of GPAand
in part because ofthe hostility they face in a male- but the law actually covers all university activites, creating
giving their all to their team."
dominated environment. While women receive equal opportunities for both sexes.
While it seems we are all on an equal playing
47 percent ofbachelor's degrees in math and 40
field, the truth is far more complicated. Every
assistants. These vocations are considered lower-skill and receive
percent ofbachelor's degrees in physical science,
year, NCAA male athletesreceive $ 137 million more than female
only 18 percent of female mathematicians and 12 percent of lower wages. The median pay is around $9 an hour. Even the athletes in endorsements and scholarships.
top 10 percent of employees in these traditionally female jobs
scientists receive a doctorate in their field.
"I think it's important to beef up sports teams that are lacking
do not get paid even the median of those in the predominately
in terms offunding, but don'tbring, for example, the men's teams
Psychologists have found that an under-representation of
male professions.
down to bring the women's teams up [in terms of funding]."
women shown in the media pursuing these fields affects enTitle IX makes it legally possible for women to choose their
psychology major Charles Risner. "Boost the
rollment rates among young females into math and science
vocation. While many of these career fields are predominately
teams more than those in an advantageous position, to
male-dominated, they were not even an option for women
playing field."
Before Title IX, colleges and universities could simply refuse before Title IX.
;n in Division I colleges represent over half of the
to admit women. Women were seen as mothers and wives, not
Before 1970, young women could either square-dance or
student body, but receive only 32 percent of athletic funding
as professional competitors with their male counterparts. Even become cheerleaders if they wanted to be physically active.
in vocational training, "home economics" was the only available Almost any sort oforganized sport, such as basketball or soccer, and 36 percent of athletic budgets. Even female coaches are
in 2001, only 44 percent of women's athletic
option for women.
was off-limits to women.
vere
female.
Today, women are still under-represented in mechanical
Title IX made sports a possibility for American women and
:he struggle for complete male and female equality will
trades. High-skill, high-pay jobs such as carpentry, plumbing and has led to college scholarships, new career paths and countless
welding are held predominately by males. Professionals in these opportunities.
2 time, progress is visible through athletic scholarships,
trades earn on average around $19 an hour. Women are more
facilities and academicachievement and theunificaequal
sports
wouldn't
be
here
it
wasn't
for
Title
coaching today [if
IX].
"I
likely to become child-care workers, cosmetologists or health My passion has always been athletics, and I firmly believe that
-
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South Dakota Legislature passes abortion ban
PIERRE, S.D. (AP) South Dakota lawmakers approved a ban on nearly all abortions Friday, setting up a deliberate frontal
assault on Roe v. Wade at a time when some
activists see the U.S. Supreme Court as more
willing than ever to overturn the 33-year-old
decision.
Republican Gov. Mike Rounds said he was
inclined to sign the bill, which would make
it a crime for doctors to perform an abortion
unless it was necessary to save the woman's
life. The measure would make no exception
in cases ofrape or incest.
Many opponents and supporters of abortion rights believe the U.S. Supreme Court
is more likely to overturn its 1973 Roe v.
Wade decision legalizing abortion now that
conservatives JohnRoberts and Samuel Alito
are on the bench. Lawmakers said growing
support among South Dakotans for abortion
restrictions added momentum to the bill.
"I think the stars are aligned," said House
Speaker Matthew Michels, a Republican.
"Simply put, now is the time."
Planned Parenthood, which operates the
only abortion clinic in South Dakota, has
pledged to sue over the measure. About 800
abortions a year are performed in South
Dakota.
Even with the retirement of Justice Sandra
Day O'Connor, whom Alito replaced, there
still appear to be the minimum five votes
needed on the high court to uphold Roe v.
Wade. Supporters of the bill, however, said
another justice could be replaced in the years
it would take a case to reach the nation's
highest court.
A judge is likely to suspend the abortion
ban during the legal challenge, which means
it would never take effect unless the state
-

gets the case all theway to the U.S. Supreme
Court and wins.
Some opponents of the bill said abortion
should at least be allowed in cases of rape
or incest, or where the woman's health is
threatened.
If a rape victim becomes pregnant and
bears a child, the rapist could have the same
parental rights as the mother, said Krista
Heeren-Graber, executive director of the
South Dakota Network Against Family Violence and Sexual Assault.
"The idea the rapist could be in the child's
life
makes the woman very, very fearful. Sometimes they need to have choice,"
Heeren-Graber said.
Under the measure, doctors could get up to
five years in prison for performing an illegal
abortion. The House passed the bill 50-18
on Friday, and the Senate approved it 23-12
earlier this week. Ifsigned, it would become
law July 1.
Money for the anticipated legal fight is
already pouring in. Lawmakers were told
during the debate that an anonymous donor
has pledged $ 1 million to defend the ban, and
the Legislature is setting up a special account
to accept donations.
"We've had people stopping in our office
trying to drop off checks to promote the
defense of this legislation already," Rounds
said.
Leslee Unruh, president of the Alpha
Center, a Sioux Falls pregnancy counseling agency that tries to steer women away
from abortion, said most of the abortions
performed in South Dakota do not stem from
rape or even failed contraception, but are
simply "conveniences."
Unruh said she believes most South Dakota
...

women want the state to ban abortion, and
many who have had abortions "wish someone
would have stopped them."
The governor said he believes it would be
better to eliminate abortion in steps rather
than all at once. Rounds indicated he does
not share the view thatAlito and Roberts will
usher in sudden, dramatic changes in how
the court views abortion. He said it could
be a drawn-out legal battle, and noted that it
is not even assured that the high court will
hear the case.
The bill "may satisfy a lot of individuals
out there who would like to see if there is
one slim chance the court may entertain three
years from now a direct assault on Roe v.
Wade," Rounds said.
He added, however: "I've indicated I'm
pro-life and I do believe abortion is wrong
and that we should do everything we can to
save lives. If this bill accomplishes that, then
I am inclined to sign the bill into law."
Rounds said his staff will review the bill
for technical defects. He noted that he vetoed
a similar measure two years ago because it
would have wiped out all existing restrictions
on abortion while the bill was challenged in
court.

Some advocates said an abortion ban
would hurt poor women the most by forcing
them to travel long distances to other states
where the procedure is legal.
"It's a sad state ofaffairs that we have only
one choice right now" in South Dakota, said
Charon Asetoyer of the Native American
Women's Health Care Education Resource
Center. "But if you have to go out of state,
the cost of making that trip will be prohibitive."
Kate Looby, Planned Parenthood director

Charles Dharapak/Ap Photo

South Dakota Gov. Mike
Rounds attends the National
Governors Association meeting in Washington Saturday,
Feb. 25, 2006. Gov. Mike
Rounds said Friday he is
inclined to sign a bill banning
nearly all abortions in South
Dakota as long as the measure has no technical defects.
in Sioux Falls, said women who cannot afford
to travel to a clinic might be forced to turn to
unsafe methods of abortion.
"We've seen it in the past in this country,
we've seen it all over the world and there's
no reason to believe it would not happen in
South Dakota," Looby said.
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BLOOD DRIVE!
Stjmson

Room
9:30 11:30 a.m.
12:15 3:30 p.m.
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Friday, Mar. 3

5 new computers have been installed
in the reading room in the Library and
are now available for your use!

LATE NIGHT: Laser Tag
Bpm @ Union Green
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ASSU hopes you got a chance to test
the chairs that were next to the CAC.
A picture of the winner will be up
soon!
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additional funding if they are in need
Our program is accepting applications for 2006
of financial support. If you are a club
Eariiamasterofartsorscierlceinourtwo vear
substantial impact in a
interdisciplinary conflict resolution master's
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degree
variety«■ areas,including
in need oi runamg please contact
violence prevention
specific skills (e.g.,
negotiation,
labor relations
reflective practice) to
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mediation,
p
manage,

Master
communication,

Apply new knowledge, working closely with
faculty mentors, through internship and
professional project experiences.
Study the connections between various forms of
conflict (e.g.. interpersonal, social, economic,
organizational, cultural, and global).
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For more information and application procedures,
please visit http://www.law.uoregon.edu/adr/masters/
or telephone (541)340-3042

EO/AA/ADA institution committed to cultural diversity

natural resources disputes
business relationships
community disputes

family and two-party
conflict
cultural conflict
criminal justice matters
r-^
SCHOOL OF LAW
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J
BECAUSE RED BULL IS
LOOKING FOR A STUDENT
in the
BRAND MANAGER ON
iWor
YOUR CAMPUS!
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SU Team Update:
Our team is registered and we have had
°.n 'y THREE members from the SU community
sign-up in the past two weeks.

To register for the team, type the link below
in your Internet explorer ancf follow the links for
"Join an Existing Team."
To find out more and to apply go to
www.redbullu.com or text the word SBM to 72855

HTTP://PUGETSOUNDRACEFORTHECURE.ORG
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SUE NAEF SCHOLARSHIPS

Classifieds
For Sale
Help Wanted

£«t

Services
For Rent
Misc.

A

The Sue Naef Scholarship is awarded to upper division undergraduate students of
Seattle University who have demonstrated excellence in academics and a
commitment to service and leadership.
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QUALIFICATIONS:
■ 90 credit hours completed at Seattle University by fall quarter 2006. Transfer
and AP credits not included in total.
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DOOR KNOCKERS WANTED
Work Part-Time Knocking on
Doors. Learn to Invest in Real
Estate, Call 206-774-8472 and
leave msg for more info!

the LSAT?
LSAT spe

cialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, I don't

anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach
lt tnan lda Tnats wh Y l still
teach my own c iasses . That's
wh Y y°u should call m
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $895.
I can answer any LSAT question \et me prove it . Call now
for a free se ™.
n^,
«~-
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100% Tuition, Books and Fees
SI 279 Stipend Pay
Commission as an Army Officer

%\

'

i-'ik V/
For more information please call:
Captain Dean Rasmussen
U.S. Army Health Care Team
Office: (206) 242-9357
Cell: (877) 722-2304 Toll Free
Email: lyle.rasmussen@usarec.ariny.mil
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Travel and Teach English!

Earn a Seattle University Certificate in TESOL in 4 weeks

•

Intensive Classes

•

Earn credits

•

begin

from

January 9,

H

February 6, and March 6

•M^*

Seattle University

Credits may apply to Master's Programs

"If you are interested in teaching ESL in the US or abroad,
this is the program for you! All of the class instruction mas
relevant and really prepared me to be an effective teacher.
-From Nathan, a recent graduate
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School of Teaching ESL
(in cooperation with Seattle University College of Education)
9620 Stone Ave N., Seattle, WA 98103

206.781.8607

|

www.SCHOOLOFTESL.com

|

»

Full-time (45 credits) Seattle University enrolment during year of award

■

Not enrolled in College of S&E (for whom Batman Scholarship Program serves

similar purposes)

nor recipient

ofSullivan Scholarship

BENEFITS:

� Need based scholarship grant

524-4915

The Army's Health Professions

ll'

�

or

,

Scholarship Program (HPSP) provides:

M^>r W

Cumulative Seattle University GPA of 3.40

-

Free Medical/Dental School
Plus $1279.00 a month!
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Interested in writing?
Come to a Spectator
meeting on Sunday
evenings at 6 p.m.
in the basement of
Campion Hall, next to
the Cave.
I

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE: OFFICES OF THE DEANS,
STUDENT DEVELOPMENT, HONORS PROGRAM,
& CAMPUS ASSISTANCE CENTER

mmmmmmmmmmmmm

Volunteers

Looking for child care help close
to Seattle University.Some regular
,
weekly and some flexible hours,
may be more in the summer. Pay
nnc
in n $
10-13 c per uhour, DOE
Please contact me at 206-3285260 or amandak@oz.net

APPLICATION DEADLINE: 10 APRIL, 2006

STESLinfo@seattleu.edu

-

� $900 Seattle University Bookstore allowance
� Participation in

group activities during award year

Questions: Ask

an ad visor/faculty member or contact Fiona Robertson or Roger Gillis SJ
or 296-5902,
in person (PIGT 525 or BELL 118 ), by phone
or e-mail (robertsffSisea ttleu.edu or rsgLllistf seattlai.edu)
,

100.
200.
300.
400.
500.
600.

15

Advertise in the Spectator!
Please send information and questions to adinfo(a)seattleu.edu

Phone: 206.296.6474
Fax: 206.296.6477

Website: www.Spectator-Online.com

Improved and redesigned,

MYSU AVAILABLE TO SEATTLE
UNIVERSITY STUDENTS
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PAGE 4

Campus

Voice
Photos and Interviews by

SuMOabODri Hi DM I [AM n

Jennah Tano
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Do you think Seattle University
reflects gender equality in terms
of its students and faculty?
On campus, it seems pretty equal.
In the business world women still
don't get paid as much, so there's
still more progress to be made. I
think a woman has to work 14
months before she can get paid
the same amount as males in the
business field. I think it's because
we're still expected to be housewives.

Virginia Smith, Psychology

I haven't noticed any big dis-

crepancies, but I'm a white male,
so probably wouldn't notice it

I

as much anyway. I think we've
made a lot of progress, but
there's a lot more to be made.
Paul Brown, Biology Major,
Freshman

Major, Sophomore

Coming to SV from a small town
in Illinois I was shocked to see
bow much diversity there was on
campus. I feel we've improved a
lot, but there's still more things
we can 40.
Jenna Endres, Social
Work Major, Junior

On campus,

I think it's pretty equal in
the sense that the women
here feel very empowered
On campus, I 4on't think it's
really 3 problem. Sometimes
I think the women are much
more proactive

than men.

Danica Iglopas, Premajor,
Freshman

I was surprised at bow many

female leaders there are. I think women
play a stronger role in society, particularly in leadership roles. Women in society
are continually advancing and working
toward equality, although they are still
not equally paid, especially in the business

field-

Women are

mo\-&

successful

with using their inhibitions and circumstances as motivation.
Jarett Antoque, Business
Major, Senior

